Fig. 1. Time and costs of sequential and concurrent product realisation
The cost of product definition is much higher in concurrent product realisation, due to the parallel execution of activities (more work is done during this stage), while production costs are much lower than in sequential realisation, due to short iteration loops for carrying out changes and eliminating errors.
In concurrent product realisation, there are interactions between individual stages of the product realisation process. Track-and-loop technology has been developed for executing these interactions (Prasad, 1996; Dickman, 2009 ). The type of loop defines the type of cooperation between overlapping stages of the concurrent product realisation process. Winner (Winner et al., 1988) suggests that 3-T loops should be used where interactions exist between three levels of a concurrent product realisation process).
A transformation of input into output is made in every loop, on the basis of requirements and restrictions (Prasad, 1996) as it is shown in the information flow diagram in the trackand-loop process of concurrent product realisation (Kušar et al., 2004) .
In small companies, a two-level team structure is planned for execution of 3-T loops of a concurrent product realisation process with a variable structure of core and project teams (Duhovnik et al. 2001; Rihar et al., 2010) . The task of the core team is process support and control, while the task of (virtual) project teams is execution of the tasks defined within the concurrent product realisation process.
It is obvious that concurrent product realisation is not possible without well-organised teamwork or virtual teamwork, which is the means for organisation integration. It incorporates:
 the formation of a core team, project teams or virtual project teams in product realisation loops,  the selection of communication tools for the core team, project teams or virtual project teams,  the definition of a communication matrix.
Teamwork in concurrent product realisation
Teamwork is a precondition for transition to concurrent product realisation.
Forming teams or virtual teams for concurrent product realisation
Analysis of teams in small companies ( Figure 2 ) led the employees of the LAPS laboratory at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering in Ljubljana, Slovenia, to the conclusion that concurrent product realisation required a shift from the terms "team" and "teamwork" to "virtual team" and "virtual teamwork" (Rad & Levin, 2003; Duhovnik et al., 2009; Köster, 2010) when forming project teams.
Fig. 2. Two-level team structure in the track and loop process of concurrent product realisation
A team is defined as a small group of people with complementary abilities that are activated in order to achieve the common goal for which they are all responsible. Team members are at the same location, in the same room.
A virtual team is defined as a team consisting of members that are located in various buildings, countries or states and their cooperation is not limited by distance, organisation or national borders. Virtual teams are formed to carry out a specific project. The teams are disbanded when the project is finished.
A geographically dispersed virtual team allows a company to select the best team members, regardless of their locations. There is also a substantial saving in time and costs of virtual team operation. Moreover, a virtual team can often have short meetings (if needed), which is physically difficult to achieve with a "classical" team.
Experience in solving problems related to forming teams or virtual teams (Kušar et al., 2008; Palčič et al., 2010) led the laboratory researchers to the conclusion that a virtual team should be formed in the following steps:
Step 1: Identifying the need for a virtual team Globalisation, global competition and rapid market changes require high-quality information to be relevant and cheap. If a company does not have the required experts in its proximity, it has to form virtual team(s) for concurrent product realisation.
Step 2: Definition of virtual team tasks
Virtual team tasks must be clearly defined, with task execution processes described in detail. All virtual team members must understand their tasks, roles and responsibilities in the same way. The goals of the virtual team must be clearly defined and accepted by all members of the virtual team.
Step 3: Definition of procedures and processes for achieving the common goal
Operative procedures and processes that will ensure perfect operation of the virtual team must be developed and implemented in a virtual team. Members of the virtual team must understand how and in what sequence the concurrent product realisation tasks will be executed.
Step 4: Selection of virtual team members
In this step, it is necessary to decide what types of expert knowledge are required for successful execution of activities in the loops of product realisation, and which experts would be best for performing these activities. The selected members of a virtual team should be able to work efficiently in a virtual environment with the aid of ITC infrastructure for virtual team operation.
Step 5: Appointment of a virtual team leader
The success of a virtual team leader depends on his skills, tools, techniques and strategies in a virtual environment. Because of many different forms of expert knowledge and leadership abilities, it is possible to rotate the virtual team leader-various members of a virtual team can undertake the role of team leader at various stages of the product realisation process.
Communication tools used in teams and virtual teams for concurrent product realisation
Members of (virtual) teams must constantly communicate in order successfully to perform their tasks and to achieve the common goal. This is possible by using the available hardware and software (Duarte & Snyder, 2006) .
Hardware includes telephones, modems and communication links (Internet connections).
These are used for data transfer and for video conferences. Software includes efficient programs, LAN, communication and other tools for holding meetings.
It is possible to achieve efficient communication between members of the core team and virtual project teams by using the Internet. Several Internet-based communication tools exist for efficient communication among team members.
Team meeting
The most common and efficient type of communication is a team meeting. The team leader calls a meeting and sends the agenda, required material and proposals for decisions.
The team members gather at the agreed time in the appointed room, which should be quiet, pleasant and fitted with audio-and video equipment.
The team leader or moderator chairs the meeting. Team members deal with the problems in accordance with the agenda and, as a rule, conclusions are adopted unanimously. During the meeting, a record is kept and the minutes are sent to all team members after the meeting.
Team members know each other well, which contributes to establishing good relations and trust within the team.
It is possible to improve the efficiency of meetings by using methods of creative search and evaluation of ideas (Scheer, 2007) .
Video conference
If the team members are in the same room, when they create a document, they gather around a PC. If they are at different locations but connected by the Internet, they need a tool for bi-directional video and audio transfer-this is a video conference.
If a video conference is held via the Internet, a high performance PC, additional equipment for high-quality video and audio processing and a high-speed Internet connection to the distant system (the other point of the video conference) are required.
A video camera is used for filming, with its results shown on a monitor; sound cards and microphones process audio signals and loudspeakers reproduce the sound.
A video conference can be organised in several different ways:
 a video conference between two users (full-duplex transfer of audio and video signals),  a video conference between a single user on one side and several users on the other (full-duplex distributed transfer of audio and video signals across the network),  a video conference between several users, in which video and audio signals are transmitted from more than two locations, but they are displayed on one monitor at a time only (half-duplex mode). Figure 3 shows the principle of video conference organisation.
In order to use video conference equipment via the Internet with anybody connected to the Internet anywhere, it is necessary to use standard equipment. The H.323 standard defines protocols for video conference communications via the Internet. All video conference equipment should therefore be compatible with the H.323 standard.
Fig. 3. Video conference

Audio conference
An audio conference is similar to a video conference, but without video transfer. The purpose of an audio conference is to hold an electronic meeting of two or more virtual team members at different locations.
The following hardware is required for an audio conference:
 a gateway server connects PBXs to the conference bridge,  PCs or PBXs are connected to the server via the Internet,  fixed line or mobile phones.
Software for audio conferences is based on LAN and WAN Internet communications, as well as IP and VOIP technologies. During an audio conference, the caller makes a connection from a PC or PBX (which connects stationary and mobile phones) via a VOIP output to the Internet. A gateway server enables connection with other audio conference participants.
A user can join the audio conference system by entering a password (PIN code). Figure 4 shows the principle of audio conference organisation.
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Fig. 4. Audio conference
Voice mail
Voice mail is used for the transmission of short voice messages between virtual team members. It is often used in combination with phone communications. If a virtual team member is not accessible by phone, the caller can leave him a short message.
E-mail
E-mail allows the transmission of voice, pictures and text documents in electronic format (paper documents can also be converted to electronic format). E-mail increases team communication capacities.
An e-mail system consists of two servers:
 an SMTP server for sending outgoing messages,  a POP3 or IMAP server for the transmission of incoming messages.
An e-mail consists of a short message text and attached documents (files). The problem with e-mail is that messages can get lost or the server on the recipient side can decide that they are spam and delete them. Another problem may be a vast number of e-mail messages, so the recipient spends a lot of time reading and answering. E-mails are often integrated with central web data warehouses that allow traceability and access to messages. Figure 5 shows the principle of organising an e-mail system with a data warehouse.
Fig. 5. E-mail system with data warehouse
Groupware
Groupware is a universal system for joining virtual team members and can be used anytime and anywhere. Groupware tools allow simple, rapid, reliable and cheap communication among virtual team members without any limitations. An example of groupware use is given in Figure 6 . Groupware tools can be used to create a virtual office, which allows creative teamwork, supported by the Internet and World Wide Web. The creation of a virtual office with groupware is shown in Figure 7 . Steps in the creation of a virtual office:
Step 1: The virtual team leader establishes contacts with other virtual team members, e.g. by e-mail.
Step 2: The virtual team leader defines the communication process in the Internet environment, which represents a virtual office.
Step 3: Other virtual team members log into the virtual office using their passwords.
Step 4: Cooperation and exchange of information among virtual team members is performed only via the virtual office.
Electronic white board
An electronic white board is a combination of hardware and software tools that serve as a support to team meetings. It can be portable or fixed. It allows writing and drawing during a team meeting. The text on the white board can be stored in electronic format and sent via communication channels to other virtual team members, e.g., during a video conference or groupware use.
Advantages and drawbacks of communication tools
The research group at the Laboratory for Manufacturing Systems at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering in Ljubljana, Slovenia, decided to analyse the characteristics, advantages and drawbacks of communication tools required in (virtual) teamwork of concurrent product realisation.
On the basis of collected and verified data from vendors of (virtual) teamwork communication tools, every team member made a list of the features, advantages and drawbacks of these tools. The team leader then organized a creativity workshop to obtain a coordinated proposal of the features, advantages and drawbacks of available communication tools. The results of the creativity workshop are shown in Table 1 . 
Communication matrix in product realisation loops
The communication matrix defines the method of exchanging information and documents in the execution of concurrent product realisation activity loops. A list ( 
Concurrent realisation of a pedal assembly
A company decided to make a project plan for concurrent realisation of a pedal assembly and to carry out this project (Figure 8 ). The goal of the project was to make a competitive pedal assembly, suitable in terms of quality, reliability, mass, price and realisation time. Concurrent realisation of the pedal assembly was divided into six stages:
Stage 1: Preparation of the pedal assembly realisation project, Stage 2: Development of the pedal assembly, Stage 3: Development of the pedal assembly realisation process, Stage 4: Test production of pedal assembly, Stage 5: Qualification of the pedal assembly realisation process, Stage 6: Regular production of the pedal assembly.
There were 280 activities and five loops of concurrent realisation of the pedal assembly within the six stages of pedal assembly realisation: 
Forming teams / virtual teams for realisation of pedal assembly
After seeing the presentation of two-and three-level structures of (virtual) teams in product realisation loops (Duhovnik et al., 2001; Kušar et al., 2004) the company management selected a two-level team structure, whereby the core team is on the first level and five virtual project teams are on the second level ( Figure 10 ). Fig. 10 . Structure of teams for concurrent realisation of pedal assembly
Forming the core team
The core team for concurrent realisation of the pedal assembly will monitor the whole project, solve organisational issues and coordinate the strategy of performing tasks. The company management decided that the following people would be members of the core team: Figure 11 shows the structure of the core team for concurrent realisation of the pedal assembly. Fig. 11 . Core team structure Core team members (with the exception of the project manager) will work on the project part of their working time and the rest of the time they will perform tasks in their departments. The project team manager will be outside his department throughout the project duration and will work full time on the project. When the project is finished the project team manager will return to his department.
Forming virtual project teams for the loops of concurrent realisation of the pedal assembly
As shown in Figure 10 , there will be five virtual project teams in loops of concurrent realisation of the pedal assembly. Members of virtual teams will be experts from 14 company departments and two representatives from strategic suppliers and customers, depending on the level of assigned responsibility for execution of activities within a particular loop. Figure 12 presents a Gantt chart of the first loop of concurrent realisation of the pedal assembly: "Order acquisition loop".
Intensity of responsibility of virtual team members during execution of loops of concurrent realisation of pedal assembly POINTS
Member is informed 1
Member participates 3
Member has responsibility 9 When the company obtains an offer, loop 1 activities (Order acquisition loop) are started; its three stages are: project preparation, development of the pedal assembly and development of the pedal assembly process. This loop is executed when the sales department considers that it is sensible to make an offer for the realisation of the pedal assembly.
Loop 1 is followed by loops 2, 3, 4 and 5. The project manager decided (in agreement with the company management) that the intensity of responsibility of each virtual team member during the execution of activities would be marked by a 1-3-9 method, as shown in Table 3 .
A creativity workshop was organised with 14 representatives from company departments, as well as representatives from suppliers and customers. The goal of the workshop was to score the intensity of responsibility of virtual team members when executing the activities of the five loops in concurrent realisation of the pedal assembly.
The results of scoring the intensity of responsibility of virtual team members during execution of the first loop of concurrent realisation of the pedal assembly are presented in Table 4 .
It can be seen from the Table 4 what are the responsibilities of each virtual team member for the execution of activities in the first loop of pedal assembly realisation.
The procedure of scoring the intensity of responsibility of virtual team members was also carried out for the other loops.
From the sum of points assigned to the i-th team member during execution of activity in the j-th loop, a factor of total intensity of responsibility of the i-th member in the j-th loop can be calculated as:
FTI ij factor of total intensity of responsibility of the i-th team member in the j-th loop SMP ij sum of the points assigned to the i-th member in the j-th loop SAPj sum of all points assigned in the j-th loop
The results of the calculation of the total intensity of responsibility factor of virtual project team members during execution of activities in all five loops of concurrent realisation of pedal assembly are shown in Table 5 .
After they had made an overview of the total intensity of responsibility factors of virtual team members during execution of activities in the loops of pedal assembly realisation, the creativity workshop participants reached the following conclusions:
 the i-th member of the virtual project team (VPT) of the j-th loop of realisation of the pedal assembly, with the maximum factor of total intensity of responsibility, would be appointed as team leader of the j-th loop of PTL,  representatives from departments with a total intensity of responsibility factor above 5% would also be included in the j-th loop of pedal assembly realisation,  representatives of suppliers and customers would also be included in the j-th loop of pedal assembly realisation, regardless of their total intensity of responsibility factor, in order to avoid misunderstanding suppliers' and customers' requirements. Table 4 . Scoring the intensity of responsibility of virtual team members in the "Order acquisition loop" Figure 13 presents the structure of virtual project teams of five loops in concurrent realisation of the pedal assembly. 
Forming the communication matrix
A creativity workshop was organised with 14 representatives from company departments, as well as representatives from suppliers and customers. The goal of the workshop was to define for every activity in the loops of concurrent realisation of pedal assembly:
 input information with required documents for beginning execution of an individual activity,  output information with required documents that arise from execution of an individual activity,  tools for creation and storage of information,  senders of information or documents,  receivers of information or documents, and  the mode of sending the information or documents. Table 5 shows some results of the creativity workshop regarding the formation of the communication matrix for execution of activities of the "Order acquisition loop".
The communication matrix defines in advance the mode of information exchange and communication tools required.
Conclusion
The paper emphasises that concurrent product realisation is not possible without wellorganised teamwork or virtual teamwork.
A two-level team structure of a track-and-loop process of concurrent product realisation, suitable for small companies, is presented. An overview is given of available communication tools for teamwork/virtual teamwork, with the advantages and drawbacks of individual tools. The content of the communication matrix of concurrent product realisation is formed, defining the exchange of information/documents in the execution of concurrent product realisation activity loops.
Special attention in this paper is given to the presentation of the methodology for design of concurrent engineering loops and to the determination of team members / virtual teams for concurrent product realisation process.
The core team members and the project team members determination are based on the calculation of total intensity factor of responsibility of the participants on the project of concurrent product and processes realisation (functional units of the company, customer, suppliers, subcontractors).
The suggested methodology of forming teams or virtual teams and communication matrix of concurrent product realisation was tested on a study case of a pedal assembly.
The project of pedal assembly is divided in five concurrent engineering loops. Member of the team / virtual team which has the maximal intensity factor leads the project team for concurrent engineering loop realisation (sales department leads the team for realisation of the first concurrent engineering loop).
